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How to work a motorola pager

The Pagers were popular many years ago, and some people can still have one at home. Is it possible to test the pager now? Absolutely, and I'll show you how to do it. Let's start. POCSAG — Messaging Protocol In the 1990s, I was a student and the pager for me was something that lke a Star Trek communicator, a piece of cutting-edge
technology. It's funny to remember it because now I know that technologically the paging protocol is very simple. From the perspective of coding, the pager is not so different from the wireless bells that are selling now for $5 in Aliexpress. Let’s say we want to send a message “TEST” to the number “1234”. The message in binary form will
be similar to this: And that's how the message looks at the radio spectrum: Bits are encoded with a frequency shift key modulation (FSK) using bandwidth 9 kHz and 1200 bits per second speed. All this message is broadcasting in about 0.5s. It seems simple, and it really is. I will skip the details; those who are interested can read protocol
specifications. It is also easy to draw all these bits with pen and paper — these protocols were simple in the past. I think nobody can do this with modern GSM or WiFi. In POCSAG messages, there is no authentication, no security key — all messages to all customers of the paging company are available on-air "as is," and, among other
things, can be easily decoded with PC software like PDW. Some modern pages, such as Swissphone X15, have optional encryption support, but are expensive and rather rare. How are customers receiving their messages? Each page has its own unique ID, called CAP — Channel Access Protocol or RIC — Receiver identification code.
All pagers of the paging provider are listening to the same frequency, say, 164 MHz. If the message code is equal to the pager code, the pager saves the message and does the strongHere. It is a unique communication, there is no confirmation that it postpones, postpones,pager only has the receiver and no transmitter at all. Logic and
hardware are extremely simple, and for this, the pager can work for more than a month from a single AAA battery. It is interesting to note that pagers are still in use in some countries, even now, in hospitals or emergency services, where it is important to have a portable and lightweight device with long battery life. Buy a Pager If you work
as a fireman or in the hospital, you will probably get a pager for free and you do not need to read this article further. In many countries, paging providers are still available, so you can also sign a contract and get a new device, but let's say, this is not a geeky way. I am talking from a perspective of a person who wants to test the pager
because of self-educational or nostalgic desire, or maybe even still have the old, done in the 1990s, at home. I have a piece of good news — with a high probability, it can be tested again and will really work. Not on an all-city coverage scale, of course, but you can run your own low-power pay network at least within your apartment. You
can buy a new pager nowadays, but they are not cheap. This is the first link, I found on Google: It can be too expensive to buy only for fun, and even more, the pager should be configured before its use, and the programming tool and software for it, can also cost a lot. Another possibility is to buy a pager made in China, it is cheaper, with a
programming cable the total cost is about $80: And finally, you can buy a pager used on eBay for $20–50. It is cheap, and it is the old “vintage” model, which is also fun. But before making a purchase, we have to keep in mind two things, which were described first in the POCSAG section: To sendmessage to the pager, you need to know
its frequency. for the old pagers, it is usually written on the back of the pager. If you don't know the frequency and you have no way to get it, get it,Pager is useless. To send a message to a pager, you need to know its access code. It is a number of 7 digits which looks like 0001234. If you don't know, you'll need a programming cable to
read the pager configuration. Let's consider a practical example. I have seen this “Motorola Advisor Gold” pager on eBay (the name of the seller is hidden for privacy reasons): The price is not so big, but the shipping cost for the EU is almost half the price of a pager. Okay, let's check out the next picture: We can see the frequency
(462.875 MHz) and the transmission speed, and it is good to know it. But the last sticker with a hood code was removed from the owner, perhaps for privacy reasons, and this is not good for us. It can be possible to read a control code, but we have to buy or make a special programming cable and we also need to find the right software. All
this should be checked before purchase, otherwise, we have the possibility to get a “brick” that looks like a pager but does not work. And the last, optional, but important, control — we should check whether the desired frequency is available in our region. It can be done using a cheap RTL-SDR receiver, and software like HDSDR. If there
is another signal on the same frequency, the pager will also not work. In my area the frequency of 462,875 MHz, listed on the back of the pager, is already occupied, probably by a DAB+ signal or digital TV: So, in my case, it was better to find another model on the market. Send messages To send any data to the pager, we must transmit
the POCSAG message using the correct radio frequency. Before making any transmission, please check the local radio regulations. This article describes only the technical possibility but not the legal part, in different countries rules may vary. For example, in the United StatesPart 15 of FCC rules, extremely low-powered devices do not
require licenses if the output field resistance is no more than 200 microvolts/meter at a distance of 3 meters. This can provide30 meters away that is absolutely enough for any research or educational experiments. In other countries, regulations can be different. There are 3 easy ways to transmit POCSAG messages. RpitxThe easiest way
is to use the Raspberry Pi, and surprisingly, it is completely free: with the help of rpitx free and open-source software, the signal can be generated directly from the Raspberry Pi pin. Simply put a short piece of wire on the GPIO4 pin: The pager is sensitive enough to get such a signal with a cover of several meters. To send a message we
need to install the rpitx software and run the command: Here the 1000001 is a capcode, 465198000 is the frequency and 3 is a type of message (the message can be one of the 4 types, for example 0 — only numerical, 3—alpha-numeric.) Other parameters, such as signal reversal or baud rate, can also be changed if necessary. The
output power is very low, but it is enough to test a pager inside the apartment. The rpitx application works surprisingly well for its price (i.e., let's say again, it's zero,) but of course, the Raspberry Pi is, in general, not a precise RF generator. The frequency can not be 100% correct and a small value adjustment within a set of kilohertz can
require (it is also nice to have a RTL-SDR as a control receiver). MMDVM card The next way is to buy a special MMDVM (Multi-Mode Digital Voice Modem) shield, which can be attached to Raspberry Pi: This shield contains the ADF7021 transmitter with an 80–940 MHz possible gamma frequencies and a small antenna. Despite the
name, the MMDVM shield can transmit not only voice but also POCSAG messages. To use the card, you need to install the MMDVMHost app and configure the MMDVM.ini file (set the desired frequency and enable the “POCSAG” and “Remote modulesAfter that, we can run the mmdvmhost app (can be placed at etc/rc.local to start
automatically or run as a service if necessary).) in another terminal window we can oare oarecommand to send a message: Here the 7642 is the remote control port, 1000001 is a control code. Using the MMDVMHost is a bit more complicated and requires some knowledge of Linux, but the output signal is better than using the Raspberry
Pi pin as an output. Radio GNU For people who do not have a Raspberry Pi, but having the LimeSDR, HackRF, USRP or any other SDR transceiver, you can send POCSAG messages using GNU Radio. There are several POCSAG encoders, I found the gr-pocsag module from ON1ARF the easiest to use, even it does not require
installation and can be used by any folder. Describe the blocks of Radio GNU is far from the field of application of this article, those who wish can check the page gr-pocsag alone. All these solutions described are low power. Those who want more range can use a dedicated radio transmitter, such as Motorola GM-350, which can provide
several kilometers of range, but for this type of transmission, a valid license will obviously be required. Configuration of the Pager If you know the frequency of the pager and the cap code, then you can skip this part. On the other hand, the pager programming can give you a “flavour” of that time, and in general, it is more flexible to have
the possibility to change the settings of the pager. Alas, there is no general rule of how to configure the pager. For some pager models, such as Oelmann, the programming station and software can cost more than one pager itself: Other models, such as Alphapoc, can be configured manually, even without software, or using a relatively
cheap USB programming tool. The old Motorola Advisor pagers, made in the 1990s, have 3 pins for the serial port (USB-Serial can be used): The software for these users requires an MS-DOS environment but can be run usingMost recent (about 1997) Motorola Advisor Pages in gold with interface 2 pins. I found this online connection
diagram, but I didn't check it myself: Motorola pagers require old software, made for MS-DOS, can be found online. Alas, many pages and andcreated 20 years ago, they are not now available — a well-known “broad link” problem occurs when it is going about things done 20 years ago. Another problem that can arise — many paging
operators were using a password to avoid changing the pager configuration. Maybe it was done for security reasons — after changing the access code the owner of the pager can read messages intended for another customer. If the pager configuration is password protected, the prompt will appear when you read the settings: You can
read this password from the EEPROM pager using third-party tools made by enthusiasts, but it will require some welding skills. After removing the password lock, we can open the pager configuration: By the way, there is a simple way to get the Motorola Advisor Pager frequency using a RTL-SDR receiver: just place the antenna near the
pager and see the main quartz frequency: The frequency of the pager is calculating from the quartz frequency using the formula F*3 + 17.9, in this example, the frequency is 44.100*3 + 17.9 = 150.2 MHz. It may be important if the RF card of the pager was modified and the label on the back no longer corresponds to the real frequency (it
often occurred when people were buying a second-hand pager, and had to reconfigure it for a new operator). A story about Motorola Advisor's pager, I was testing, is actually interesting. I bought it on eBay from Bulgaria, but the pager itself has an American logo “Link Systems” and the frequency on the adhesive is 931 MHz. I was
thinking that the pager will not work because this frequency is occupied today by the GSM network. But after examining the PCB it became clear that the RF module was changed, and the actual frequency of the pager is 150.2 MHz. So, probably this pager was used in the United States, then sold in Bulgaria, wherelocal service replaced
the RF card with another. And finally, after 28 years, this Motorola Advisor was shipped to the Netherlands and became the hero of this story, andis still in good working conditions. Conclusions It was fun to test the paging and investigate how it works. It is also interesting to mention, that vintage devices are fun to test, and at first glance,
look cheaper. But actually, I'm not. For several tests, I bought 3 pagesrs, each costs $20-30. But the first pager had an incompatible frequency, the second came protected by password, the third is working. In total, I spend money, enough to buy a new instead of 3 used. There is also no guarantee when you buy 20 years of stuff —
although the seller writes “tested” in the description, the maximum what he did, is putting the battery and controlling the logo on the screen. I don't expect sellers to know the frequencies or the cap codes. But in my case, it was done for fun and self-education, so there is no problem with this, although something does not work. Another
problem where I ran during the test i pagers is the problem “link rot”. All people have thought that “Google knows everything” and “the information on the Internet is free”, but it is actually not. File storage and hosting money costs site, after some time web pages are becoming unavailable. Many old forum posts have dead links and contain
empty squares instead of pictures. When you try to find information about old things, all this has become obvious. I was able to find useful software on some old and abandoned web pages, but there is no guarantee that these links will be alive for a long time. There may also be legal reasons, for example, I'm not sure Motorola officially
allowed someone to publish their pages programming software, although it was done 25 years ago. But to maintain the technical heritage can be important to save things like this,we will not be able to show our grandchildren how old technology works, even in the museum. As a final conclusion, the pagers can be tested, and it is fun to do
so. For those who want to do more testsa larger scale, you can also use POCSAG on the radio frequencies of ham and join the radio network of DAPNET ham (Decentralized Pagteuring Network). This will require a radio license of ham, but for those interested in digital communications, it can be worthy to get it. I wish all readers good
luck and interesting experiments. Those who are interested in knowing how it works in two ways, are invited to read another article. article. how to use a motorola pager
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